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On Collaboration

Barbara Ciurej & Lindsay Lochman

We marvel at the rituals of humanity, the bodies we inhabit, the architecture and landscape in which we find ourselves. 
We question the expectations we are taught to embrace. Through an investigation of popular culture, art history and 
mythology we weave our experiences, observations, wonder and outrage into photographic stories. 

our collaborative process 
We began collaborating while students at the Institute of Design in Chicago in the late 1970’s. We were asking the 
same questions about finding our place in the world and using photography to examine those questions. On a practical 
level, working with a collaborator provides critique, a willing model, a road trip companion, an assistant, an editor. 
On a conceptual level, collaborating challenges the notion of the primacy of the individual artist’s vision, the artist/
model relationship, and ownership of the final work. Collaboration demands moving beyond personal stories and 
into the realm of collective experience.  It has been the core of our practice and mirrors the fluid and mutable ways of 
storytelling traditions.

Depending on the project, we shoot together or separately and when necessary, model. Each body of work evolves 
through research and debate, editing and compromise. To bridge the distance between two cities, we rely on virtual 
communication, our online notebooks as well as studio practice. 

Over the years, we have been fortunate to be part of communities where the exchange of ideas that lead to collective 
action fostered our own process: Artemisia Gallery, the Dinner Party Project in Chicago and Ragdale Foundation. 
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